
Language Paper 1: Question 5 

 

1. Either: Write a description of a forest fire, based on this image 

Or: Using this image as a stimulus, write a narrative story about a person who feels frightened. 

 

 
 

 

 

2. Either: Write a description of a peaceful day, based on this image 

Or: Write a narrative story, beginning with the words “The lake was deserted that morning.” 

 

 
 

 



3. Either: Write a description of a snowy day, based on this image 

Or: Using this image as a stimulus, write a story about someone returning to their hometown after 

being absent for several years. 

 

 
 

 

 

4. Either: Write a description of a busy station, based on this image 

Or: Using this image as a stimulus, write a narrative story with the title ‘Waiting’. 

 

 
 

 

 



5. Either: Write a narrative story entitled ‘The Dance’, based on this image 

Or: Write a story that begins with the line “They were dancing their way to disaster.” 

 

 

 

6. Either: Write a description of an abandoned room, inspired by this image. 

Or: Write a narrative story that begins: “The room looked like a bomb site.” 

 

 



7. Either: Write a description, inspired by this image. 

Or: Write a narrative piece entitled ‘Memories’. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

8. Either: Write a description, inspired by this image. 

Or: Write a description of a school trip to London. 

 

 
 

 

 



9. Either: Write a description, inspired by this image. 

Or: Write a narrative story about two people who get into a fight. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

10. Either: Write a description, inspired by this image. 

Or: Write a narrative piece entitled ‘The Party’. 

 

 
 

 

 

 



WGOLLs: Q1: Write a description of a forest fire, based on this image. 

 

 

Destruction fills the forest. 

The night sky is ablaze with colour. White hot flames shimmer through fierce yellow and into burnt orange 

as flames lick the trees. The acrid smell of charred wood fills the air, choking the lungs of any would-be 

firefighters. A blanket of smoke covers everything. All life is slowly being suffocated. 

Clouds of black fumes billow into the sky. The once clear canopy has become a muddy tarpaulin, stretching 

over the scene of devastation as if to contain it. Shuddering with despair, it reaches still further, attempting 

to match the extent of the carnage below. Total devastation blots out the stars, mirroring the horror below. 

It is a truly depressing sight. 

Once proud trees begin to bend and then crumble. Beneath the fire’s inescapable touch, twigs, branches and 

trunks disintegrate into ash. One by one, larger specimens topple like dominos. Angry flames caress then 

slap, like a violent lover. It is horrific to watch, but you can’t tear your gaze away. 

Everywhere you step, the ground is too hot to walk on. Destruction races along, like a madman, scorching 

everything in its path. Animal burrows become death traps. Hearing the pitiful cries of wildlife, your own 

helplessness is intensified. You watch in horror as nature is wiped out. 

The fire continues its sadistic journey. It moves with purpose, methodically eradicating every plant, every 

tree. Flames crackle with hunger: its desire will never be satiated. Greedily, it devours everything it sees. 

Nothing is spared.  

The destruction will soon be complete. 

 

 

 

 



WGOLLs: Q3: Using this image as a stimulus, write a story about someone returning to their 

hometown after being absent for several years. 

 

As the snow continued to whirl around me, I realised I was caught in a blizzard.  

 

Despite the fact that it was still only morning, the sky was already grey, suffused with the pale 

light that promises and delivers snow. It had been a typically mild winter up until a few hours ago, with 

temperatures well above freezing and no need for gloves or scarves. Then the snow had started to fall: 

fat, feathery flakes, cunningly deceptive. A thick blanket of dazzling white already covered pavements, 

doorsteps and window ledges; the dark grey sludge on the road bore testament to the cars that had 

managed to drive away before they were totally marooned. Biting cold air nipped at my nose and 

fingertips; my toes were already numb. The excited shrieks of children too young to see further than 

snowmen and sledging was offset by the worried air of their parents, who appeared in twos and threes, 

shovels in hands, attempting to delay this disruption to their daily lives. I shivered uneasily, concerned for 

my own safety. 

On either side of the street, tall houses loomed like a judgemental audience, their unblinking 

windows somehow managing to convey disdain. I could not blame them: I had left this town fifteen years 

previously and only now returned because ... I pushed the reason aside, not wanting to remember the 

awkward moments in the end terrace. Once more I heard the interminable ticking of the clock, 

punctuated by my grandmother’s disappointment. I had left her home, but I could not escape her 

disapproval. She was still haunting me now: her fine white hair was echoed by the snow covered rooves 

that surrounded me; her face had been as hard and austere as the painted woodwork on every house I 

passed. They stretched before me now in an unending row: like my mistakes, they were too many to 

count. Snow was rapidly covering everything in front of me, but it could not hide the past. Choking back 

my tears, I wondered why I had returned. It had been a fruitless exercise: my heart was still frozen inside. 

Passers-by turned to stare at me as I stood still, momentarily transfixed by my angst. Within their 

eyes, questions, queries and interrogations wrestled with good manners: they wanted to know why I had 

returned, but they were too polite to ask. Enshrouded with curiosity, they nevertheless kept a respectful 

distance. Their children, though, had no such qualms: bright, coloured mittens tugged at my worn leather 

gloves as childish voices chattered away at me, asking who I was and why I was here. I began to feel 

uncomfortable once more. 

As I continued on my way, spiky fir trees, as prickly as my grandmother’s temper, lined the 

street. Their branches glittered as if Jack Frost had sprinkled them with icing sugar. Stopping for a 

moment, I noticed how the dark green made a vivid contrast against the stark whiteness of the snow. 

Then, glancing at them again, I was transported back to happier times in the house at the end of the 

road, when my grandfather was still alive. He would chop down the biggest tree he could find and 

somehow stuff it into the living room, festooning it with tinsel and baubles while Grandma complained 

about the needles underfoot.  You knew it was nearly Christmas once he’d placed the star on the top 

branch. I paused. The memory was still too painful. 

Turning my attention once more to the sky, I anxiously studied its behaviour. It was now hurling 

handfuls of snow at us, like a child caught up in a game that has gone too far. The soft flutter of flakes 

had been replaced by a fierce onslaught of hail, reminiscent of how my grandfather’s gentle laughter had 

been slashed by his wife’s sharp tongue. Her nagging had worn him down until there was nothing left. I 

had come here for his funeral, only to find that it had already taken place without me. Helplessly, I felt 

my memories flatten, roll and become trampled underfoot. I knew then that there was nothing here for 

me any more in this town. 

 

My emotions whirled within me, far more destructive than the blizzard without. 

  

 



WGOLLs: Q6: Write a narrative story that begins: “The room looked like a bomb site.” 

 

The room looked like a bomb site. 

 

The fading light of a winter’s afternoon struggled to penetrate the dark and dingy atmosphere within 

the dilapidated bedsit. Colour had bleached from the flaking, discoloured walls, leaving them a sad 

shade of almost white; and the stuffy airlessness of the room now took on a claustrophobic effect. 

The whole room stank of despair. It was impossible to stand here without being overwhelmed by 

nausea. 

 

Upon the damp and mildewed walls, tattered posters clung to the uneven surfaces as if fighting for 

survival. I idly traced the torn corner of an out of date map, wondering how long the sorry piece of 

paper had been there. As if in response, the walls whispered angrily, hinting at the secrets they knew 

but would not share. My feeling of discomfort grew: I felt like an intruder. 

 

My gaze now fell upon the messy desk. Across its surface, a world of junk and rubbish spread out 

defiantly: old receipts, used bus tickets, broken pencils … Haphazard piles of papers jostled for 

attention with mouldy remnants of half-eaten food, an invitation to any rodent brave enough to live 

here. A sickly-sweet smell emanating from the drawer screamed unpleasantness, but I didn’t care to 

investigate. I felt my stomach heave once more. 

 

Moving to the mattress, I found myself holding my nose yet again. The lumpy, stained pallet sagged 

with despair.  I was struck by the irony of the label – “premium quality” – on this pitiful, worn out 

husk of its former self. Gagging slightly at the suggestion of stale urine, I realised there were no clues 

left in this place. I had to leave. 

 

The door beckoned invitingly: it was a way out of the room, but it provided no escape from the 

turmoil I felt. A solitary scarf loitered on a hook: was it trying to tell me something? I moved closer. 

Running my fingers across the splintered wood and forced catch, I shuddered at the unknown. An 

unexpected creak made me catch my breath, but there was no one there: the room was still empty, 

apart from myself. Hurriedly, I walked through and pulled the door closed behind me. I had found no 

answers. 

  

I walked away from the bomb-site, still waiting for enlightenment to explode. 

 

 
 

 

  



Useful phrases for TCAAP paragraph 

 

Time: 

As afternoon slipped quietly into dusk ... 

As the early morning sun began to climb cautiously out of bed ... 

Whilst the last vestiges of winter were still disappearing, early spring flowers began to peep out from 

under their blanket of soil. 

Twilight was already falling and the sky beginning to darken as ... 

As one minute dragged into another ... 

Despite the fact that it was still only morning, ... 

... daylight was already fading into dusk ... 

Autumn tugged the leaves from the trees as ... 

The heat of the summer sun ... 

As the soft winter light slowly filtered through the branches of the trees ... 

As a far-off clock chimed midnight ... 

Time paused momentarily as ... 

 

Colour/Light: 

The brilliant postcard blue of the sky ... 

... the sky was already suffused with pale light ... 

The bright colours of the spring flowers stood out in vivid contrast to the stark white of the snow. 

A thick blanket of dazzling white [snow] already covered ... 

The sky was a dismal grey smudge ... 

... darkness enshrouded everything like a thick blanket of gloom. 

 

Air/atmosphere: 

The sharp tang of ozone filled my nostrils ... 

Fog smothered the surrounding streets, like a thick, grey blanket. 

The stench of rotting flesh assaulted my nostrils ... 

The whole atmosphere was saturated with ... 

A lingering air of fear pervaded everything. 

The scent of honeysuckle and jasmine was everywhere. 

The peaceful calm of the room washed over me ... 

  

 

Physical reaction: 

My stomach clenched as I ... 

Fighting back the tears, I ... 

Desperately trying to keep moving forward, I ... 

As my stomach heaved, I fought down the sick feeling at the back of my throat 

Glowing with elation, I ... (Vocabulary: elation = extreme happiness) 

Nervousness fluttered in my stomach – a million butterflies, all clamouring to be set free. 

As ..., I felt my spine tingle with ... 

My heart stood still as ... 

My heart melted as I ... 

Gritting my teeth with frustration, I ...  

 

 



Vocabulary – Useful synonyms/related words 

 

went: 

(slowly) sauntered – strolled – ambled – meandered - traipsed – dragged my feet -  

(fast) hurried – marched - strode  

(happy) skipped – tripped along – danced 

 

said: 

(noisy) shrieked – shouted – yelled – cried – exclaimed  

(quiet) whispered – breathed – grunted – mumbled – muttered  

(fast) gabbled – chattered – rattled  

(slow) faltered – stumbled – quavered  

 

emotions: 

(happy) exuberant – exultant – ecstatic – delighted – jubilant 

(sad) woeful – woebegone – desolate – heartbroken – mournful – tearful   

 

adverbs: 

(fast) rapidly – quickly – hurriedly 

(slowly) lethargically – lazily – indolently 

 

the sky: 

(light) sparkling – shiny – scintillating – gleaming – glowing 

(darkness) gloomy – cloudy – caliginous – overcast 

 

colours: 

Red  – crimson – scarlet – blood red – cherry red – claret; red haired = auburn – titian 

orange – apricot – tangerine 

Yellow - daffodil yellow – custard yellow – ochre – sable (sand) – golden – sandy – straw coloured 

 green – aquamarine – turquoise – sea green – forest green – chartreuse (sickly green) – leaf green – 

olive green – jade 

Blue - peacock blue – sky blue – azure – navy – indigo – sapphire – cerulean – ultramarine – royal 

blue 

purple – violet – mauve – lilac – lavender – plum 

pink – rose – blush – coral – salmon 

brown – tan – earth – terracotta – beige – bronze – ecru – fawn  

black – coal black – midnight black – inky –  obsidian – ebony – onyx – raven – jet 

white – marble – alabaster – pearl – milk white 

grey – dove grey – slate – oyster – ash  

 


